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ABSTRACT 
In th i s  paper ,  the notion of Differential Dynamic Programming 
is used t o  develop new second-order  and f i r s t -o rde r  success ive  approx-  
imation methods for  determining optimal control.  
The  unconstrained, non-linear control problem is first considered,  
and a second-order  a lgori thm is developed which has  wider  application 
then existing second-variation and second-order a lgori thms.  
f i r s t - o r d e r  a lgor i thm emerges  as a special  c a s e  of the second-order  
one. 
A new 
Control  inequality constraints  a re  introduced into the problem and 
a second-order  a lgor i thm is devised which is able  to solve this con.- 
s t ra ined  problem. It is believed that  control  cons t ra in ts  have not been 
handled, previously,  in this way. Again, a f i r s t - o r d e r  a lgori thm e m -  
e r g e s  a s  a spec ia l  ca se ,  
T h e  usefulness of the second-order a lgor i thms is i l lustrated by 
the computer  solution of th ree  control problems.  
T h e  methods presented  in  this paper have been extended, by the 
author ,  to  solve problems with terminal  cons t ra in ts  and implicit ly 
given f inal  t ime,  Details of these  procedures  a r e  not given in this 
paper ,  but the relevant  re ferences  a re  cited.  
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Notation 
The  following notation denotes the inner  product of two n-dimensional 
vec tors  x and y, 
A power s e r i e s  expansion, to second-order ,  of a s c a l a r  V(x)  
about X (x an  n-vector) is represented  in  the following way: 
av evaluated at Z and V where Vx = bx = - a'v evaluated at 2. 2 xx ax 
V 
matrix. 
is an  n-dimensional column vector and Vxx is  a n  n x n s y m m e t r i c  
X 
F u r t h e r  notational details  a r e  descr ibed in  the text,  when required.  
The  following abbreviations a r e  used: 
D. D. P. Differential Dynamic Programming 
P. D. E. Partial Differential  Equation 
L. Q. P. Control  problem with l inear dynamics and quadrat ic  p e r f o r -  
mance  c r i te r ion  
r. h. s.  right hand side 
1. h. s .  left hand s ide 
w. r. t. with r e spec t  to  
s .  a. m. ' s t ep  s i z e  adjustment method' 
- v -  
1. Introduction 
In recent  y e a r s ,  much in te res t  has centered on the problem of  
determining optimal control  for  dynamic sys t ems  descr ibed  by non- 
l inear  ord inary  differential  equations of the following fo rm:  
K = f ( x ,  u:, t) ; x(to) = 
The c r i t e r ion  of optimality is 
index o r  s o  called ' cos t  functional'  
X (1) 
the minimization of the per formance  
0 
L (x, U; t) dt + F (X (tf) ; tf) 
0 
x(t) is a n  n-dimensional vector function of t ime descr ibing the state of 
the dynamic s y s t e m  a t  any t ime t E [t 
to  mean x(t). ) u ( t )  ( o r  u) is a n  m-dimensional vector  function of t ime.  
t 1. (The symbol  x is a l so  taken 0' f 
At  any t ime t 6 [ t t 1, u r ep resen t s  the control  var iab les  available for  
manipulation. 
o f  
L and F a r e  non-linear s c a l a r  functions of the i r  a rguments .  
f is a n  n-dimensional vector  function of its a rguments .  
It desc r ibes  the dynamic s t ruc tu re  of the sys tem.  
The  final t ime t is a s sumed  to be given explicitly. f 
The  notation f(x, u; t) should be understood in the following way: 
' f ' is  a function of x ,  u and,  maybe explicitly, of t ime.  
time t 6 [ t  , t 3, f is a function of x and u' .  
s e p a r a t e  t f r o m  the other  arguments .  
be t ime  invariant  pa rame te r s .  
A t  a par t icu lar  
The semi-colon is used to 
o f  
Some of t hese  a rguments  may  
(Some of the u ' s  may be control  p a r a -  
m e t e r s ,  say. ) 
Simi la r  r e m a r k s  apply to  V ,  F and L. 
Somet imes  it is requi red  that  x and u sa t i s fy  some  o r  all of the 
following cons t ra in ts .  
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where  g is a p - < m-vector  function of u at time t. 
is a n  s C n-vector function of x at time t A l l  functions f '  - 
are assumed to  be continuously differentiable in  each  argument  up t o  
any o rde r  requi red .  
The object of the control  problem is to  choose u (t) ; t 8 [ toJ t,.] 
such  that (3) and (4) are  sat isf ied and V I  given by (2), is minimized,  
M e r r i a m  [ l ] ,  Mit ter  [2] and McReynolds and Bryson  [3] a r e  s o m e  
who have developed second-variat ion type a lgor i thms for  success ive ly  
improving a nominal, guessed control  function, More recent ly  Mayne [4] 
has  developed a second-order  a lgor i thm using Dynamic P rogramming .  
(Differential  Dynamic P rogramming)  Jacobson [5], [6] and [7] has  fLrther  
developed the  notion of D. D, P. and in  [7], showed that  the second- 
var ia t ion a lgor i thms of Mit ter  and McReynolds and Bryson  a re  only 
approximations to  Mayne 's  second-order  method, 
A 11 the above mentioned a lgor i thms have the following drawbacks:  
1) HUU (X, E, Vx; t ) ,  the  inve r se  second pa r t i a l  der iva t ive  matrix 
of the Hamiltonian w. r. t. u ,  evaluated along a nonimal t r a j ec to ry  XI G, 
mus t  be positive-definite f o r  t 8 [to, tf]. 
s ince  it implies that  H m u s t  be s t r i c t ly  convex, globally, w. r. t. u. In 
many problems one finds that  H is s t r i c t ly  convex only in  the  neighbor- 
hood of its min imum w. r.  t. u, 
-1 
This  r e s t r i c t ion  is ve ry  s e v e r e  
2) Inequality cons t ra in ts  on cont ro l  var iab les  cannot be handled 
direct ly .  They  have to  be approximated by penalty functions.  
3) Requirement  1) excludes the  'bang-bang'  type of p rob lem where  
H = 0. uu 
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It has  been shown, [6], that  if instead of allowing only s m a l l  
changes in control  at each i terat ion,  la rge  ( o r  global) changes in con- 
t ro l  a r e  permit ted,  then difficulties I ) ,  2) and 3) can be  overcome. 
The  purpose of this  paper is to  r epor t  new second-order  and 
f i r s t - o r d e r  a lgori thms,  developed i n  [6], which do not suffer f r o m  
drawbacks 1) and 2). 
2. Differ entia1 Dynamic P rogramming  
Mayne (41 introduced the notion of D, D. P. The t rea tment  i n  
this sect ion is somewhat different,  but was motivated by Mayne's paper .  
(This  D. D. P. approach has  been descr ibed in ["I, but a descr ipt ion 
is included in this paper  fo r  completeness).  
It is wel l  known that the optimal cos t  Vo(x; t) sa t i s f ies  the following 
P. D. E. 
-avo (x; t) = m i n  [L (x, u; t) t <v: (x; t ) ,  f (x, u; t )>  ] (5)  
F U 
Equation ( 5 )  is Bel lman's  P,. D. E. for the  optimal cos t  Vo. (In th i s  
equation one should r ea l i s e  that x is an optimal quantity and so should 
be wr i t ten  with supe r sc r ip t  . However, for  simplicity,  the s u p e r s c r i p t  0 0 
appea r s  on 'V quant i t ies '  only. ) 
It is a s sumed  that  Vo(x; t) is sufficiently smooth i n  x and t t o  allow 
the  der ivat ion of (5)  which requi res  that the second par t ia l  der ivat ives  of 
Vo w. r. t. x; t exist ,  [8] 
A s s u m e  that the optimal control uo(t) ; t tz [to, tf] is unknown but that  
a nominal control  a ( t ) ;  t tz [t , tf] is availble. 
0 
On application of the nominal control a nominal s ta te  t r a j ec to ry  
- 
x (t); t C [to, tf] is produced by (1). 
lated using (2) .  
The nominal cost  5 (xo; to) is calcu-  
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Equations ( l ) ,  (2)  and (5)  may be  wr i t ten  in t e r m s  of the nominal 
t ra jec tory  by setting: 
x = f f  t 6x 
u = U t  6u (6) 
6x and 6u a r e  the state and control  var iab les ,  respect ively,  measu red  
w. r. t. the nominal quantities 2 , U ;  they a r e  not neccessar i ly  s m a l l  
quantities. 
Equations ( 1) ,  (2 )  and (5)  become: 
(7) 0 d dt  
(it t 6x) = f ( X  t 6x,C t 6u; t ) ;  jr(to) t 6x(t ) = x  
0 - 
L (X t 6x, ti t 6u; t) dt  t F (IZ(tf) t 6x(tf); tf) 
( 8 )  
V ( x  ; t  ) = s" 
0 
t 0 0  
-avo (x t 6x; t) = min [L (X t 6x, fi t 6u; t) t (Vo (X t 6x; t ) ,  
bt 6u X 
f ( j f  t 6x, ti t 6u; t)'d ] ( 9 )  
These  equations are  exactly equivalent t o  ( l ) ,  (2 )  and (5) s ince  no 
approximations have been introduced: the nominal t r a j ec to ry  has  been 
made into a re ference  t ra jec tory ,  
Assume now that the optimal cos t  is smooth enough to  
a power s e r i e s  expansion in 6x about Z. 




t higher -order  t e r m s  (10) 
(11) 
- 
The optimal cost  V0(B; t) = V(X; t) t ao(X; t) 
where a o ( X ; t )  is defined as the difference between the optimal cos t  
Vo(jr; t) obtained by using the optimal controls  uo(T) = a ( ~ )  t 6u0(T) 
- 5 -  
1 T e [t,  t ] and the nominal cost  
t r o l s  n ( ~ ) ;  e [t, tf] 
F r o m  (10) and (1 1): 
(Z; t) obtained using the nominal con- f 
VO(Z t 6x; t) = V(X;  t) t aOt( v;, 6x ) t 3 ( 6x, v"xx 6x ) 
t higher-order  t e r m s  in 6x (12 )  
Substituting (12)  into (9)  one obtains: 
t e r m s  
= min [ L ( X  t 6x,U t 6u;t) t (Vo t Vo t higher -order  terms, 
X xx 
6u 
f (Z t 6x, u t 6u; t) ) ] ( 1 3 )  
Equation (13) is general ly  impossible t o  solve,  as it s tands,  owing 
to  the possibly infinite computing t ime,  and s to rage  requi rements  f o r  
the p a r a m e t e r s  of the power s e r i e s  expansion. 
ca t e  the power s e r i e s  provided that  it is ensured  that  the t runcated t e r m s  
a re  negligible, In o rde r  t o  do this ,  the s i z e  of 6x mus t ,  somehow, be 
l imited,  That  i s ,  the t r a j ec to ry  Z( t )  t 6x(t); t € [t , tf] mus t  be  kept in 
the neighborhood of the nominal t ra jectory.  
However,  one can t run -  
0 
Assume  that  6x is kept small. (Methods of ensur ing  this  a r e  d is -  
cussed  la te r .  
the  6x's produced in the interval  [t 
through Equation (7). ) Assume fur ther ,  that  the 6x's produced are s m a l l  
enough such that  an expansion up to  quadratic t e r m s  only, in 6x, is suf -  
f ic ient  t o  r ep resen t  V 
t r a j ec to ry ,  Equation ( 13) becomes: 
A t  this  point it is sufficient t o  note that ,  because  6x(t ) = o ,  
0 
t ] a r e  caused only by 6u acting 
0' f 
0 adequately i n  the neighborhood of the nominal 
min  [L(E t 6x ,n  t 6u; t )  t ( V  t V  6 x , f ( ~  t &,a t 6 ~ , t ) ) ]  
(14) 
x x x  tu 
V (W t 6x; t )  = V,(X; t) t Vxx 6, (15) 
and 
X 
Notice that expanding V to  second-order  only i n  6x produces,  on 
Vx(Z t 6x; t) which is accu ra t e  only differentiating, an express ion  for  
to  f i r s t -o rde r  in 6x. 
In subsequent sections of th  s paper ,  a n  algori thm sha l l  be con- 
s ide red  ' second-order '  if, given the a p r i o r i  expansions (15) for  V and 
Vx, all second-order t e r m s  a r i s ing  on the r. h. s. of (14) during the 
derivations,  a r e  accounted for .  
0 The supe r sc r ip t  on V in  (14) and (15) has  been dropped for  the 
following reason:  
Modelling the cost  sur face ,  locally, by a second-order  expansion 
is made  possible by keeping 6x small. So the cos t  descr ibed  by the 
t runcated s e r i e s  (15) is optimal,  subject to  the proviso that  the h ' s  
are chosen in  such a way that  the 6x's r e m a i n  smal l .  
not the truly optimal cost  given that  any s i z e  of 6x is allowed. 
It is the re fo re ,  
V ,  given by (15),  is the optimal cos t  Vo when s ta r t ing  in s t a t e  
X t 6x a t  t ime t if: 
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e i ther  1) The nominal t ra jectory is sufficiently c lose  to  the 
0 optimal one, i. e. if U(7)  is c lose  to  u ( 7 ) ;  7 e [t, t ] then the minimizing 
buts  wil l  be s m a l l  and, f r o m  (7), the  result ing 6x1s will be s m a l l  s o  
that  the s i ze  of the 6x's need not be restrained artif ically.  The  expan- 
sion of V up to  second-order  will thus be  adequate to  descr ibe  the t r u e  
optimal cost  Vo in the neighborhood of the nominal t ra jec tory .  
a l so  be  descr ibed  adequately. 
f 
V," will 
o r  2) The problem is L. Q. P. [ 9 ] .  
Equation (14) can  be used to develop methods for  determining the 
optimal control uo (t); t 6 [t , tf] by successively improving the c u r r e n t  
nominal t r a j ec to ry  E( t ) ;  t e [t , t 3. 
0 
See [5], [6]  and [7]. o f  
3. A New Second-Order Algori thm f o r  Unconstrained Problems.  
Before proceeding with the derivation of the algori thm, a br ief  
note descr ib ing  the approach used,  is in o r d e r ,  
To  overcome drawback 1) of Section 1,  H (X, u, Vx; t) is actually 
minimized w. r .  t. u. This  minimizing u is denoted by u4. All  quantit ies,  
including H - l  (Z, u, Vx; t ) ,  a r e  then evaluated a t  u*. Because u::' min-  




y, s t r i c t ly  con- 
known condition 
is not near ly  a s  res t r ic t ive  as  requiring H to be globa 
vex in u. F u r t h e r ,  H (Z,u",V ; t )  = 0, which is a well 
of optimality.  
U X 
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Variations 6x about E a r e  then introduced and a l inear  re la t ionship 
found between 6u and 6x, which maintains the necessa ry  condition oE 
optimality, H (ff t Qr, u9J t b , V x  t Vxx 6x; t) = 0, for  6x sufficiently 
smal l ,  
U 
With the above two points in mind, the deri’vation o f  the  secqnd- 
o rde r  algorithm will be understood readily,  
The full deviation of the a lgor i thm follows: 
A t  any t ime t e [to, t,], Equation (14) is valid locally w. r ,  t. 6x, 
but globally w. r.  t. 6u. 
equal t o  zero; its r. h. s .  becomes: 
Consider  Equation (14) at t ime  t with 6x(t) s e t  
min [L (x, B t 6u; t) t ( v X , f(R, ti t 6u; t) ) ] (16) 
6 U  
Instead of using a second-order  prediction of the minimizing 6u, 
as is done i n  [ l ] ,  [2], [3] and [4], let us  completely minimize the con- 
tents of the squa re  bracke ts  in Equation (16) w. r. t. 6u; this  may be 
done analytically o r ,  if necessary ,  numerically.  
Le t  the minimizing control  be u* = Ci t 6u*. Express ion  (16) be-  
comes:  
L (Z, u*; t) t ( vx, f (Z, u*; t) ) (17) 
Now consider variations 6x about Z, i.e. re- introduce 6x. 
In order  t o  maintain minimality of the r ,  h. s .  of (14) the min  m u s t  
6u 
be re-introduced; however,  6u is now m e a s u r e d  with r e fe rence  to  u t .  
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Of cour se ,  by allowing these  large (global) changes in control ,  
l a rge  6x’s will be introduced via Equation (7) .  The 6x’s must ,  in s o m e  
way, be  r e s t r a ined  i n  s i ze  i n  o r d e r  that the second-order  expansion for  
V be valid, This  point is d iscussed  later.  
Define 
H ( x , u , V  ; t )  = L ( x , u ; t )  t ( V x , f ( x , u ; t ) )  
X 
The r. h. s .  of (18) becomes: 
min  H (X t 6x, u* t 6u, Vx t V 6x; t) xx 6u 
Since u4 minimizes  H (Z, u, V * t ) ,  the following necessa ry  condition holds: 
X’ 
H (X, u’k, V ; t) = o (21) 
U X 
Expanding (20) about X, u* the following express ion  is obtained: 
min  [H t ( H U , 6 u )  t ( H x , 6 x )  t (Vxxf ,6x )  
6 U  
t (6u ,  (Hw t f T V  ) 6 x ) t Q  ( 6 u , H  uu 6 u )  u xx 
All  quantit ies in (22) a r e  evaluated at  Z, u:k; t. 
F r o m  Equation (21), HU = 0, s o  the terms involving 6u in (22) a r e :  
( 6u, (HUx t fT V ) 6 x  ) t Q ( 6 u , H  6u ) t higher -order  terms u xx uu 
(23)  
If 6u is of the same o r d e r  as 6 x  then these  t e r m s  a r e  quadrat ic  in Ex t 
higher -order  t e r m s  in 6x. 
re la t ionship between 6u and 6x which is of o r d e r  higher than l inear ,  s ince 
terms higher than second-order  in 6x are  neglected. (Since the 1. h.  6 .  of 
(18) is expanded only to  second-order  in 6x. ) A re lat ionship of the following 
i o r m  is therelore ,  required: 
T h e r e  is ,  t he re fo re ,  no point in  finding a 
- 10 - 
where  B is chosen to minimize the contents of the squa re  bracke ts  i.n 
Expression ( 2 2 ) .  
A necessary  condition for  minimali ty  is obtained by differentiating 
(22) w. r. t. 6u and equating to  zero.  
rn 
H t H 6u t (H- t f'V ) 6x t higher -order  terms := o 
U uu u x x  
Substituting (24)  into (25): 
T H t H P6x t (H t f V ) 6x t higher -order  terms in 
U uu ux u w  
b = 0  (26) 
F r o m  Equation (21), H = 0. 
coefficients of the f i r s t -o rde r  terms m a y  be equated t o  z e r o  t o  yield: 
F o r  (26) to hold f o r  6x sufficiently s m a l l ,  
U 
t f T V  ) B = -H;;(H- u x x  
Quantities i n  (27) are evaluated at x, u*; t. 
This  B is the optimal l inear  feedback cont ro l le r  which maintains the 
necessary  condition of optimality H (2 t 6x, u* t 6u, V 
for  6x sufficiently small, 
t V 6x; t) z o 
U x xx 
Substituting (24) into (22) and neglecting terms of o r d e r  higher than 
the second, one obtains: 
H t ( H  x x x  t V  f t B T H  U , k ) t ) b ( 6 x , ( H x x t f T V  x x x  t 
Expression (28)  equals the 1. h. s.  of Equation (18). 
for  a l l  Qr sufficiently sma l l ,  the  coefficients of like powers  of 6x m a y  
Since equality holds 
be equated t o  obtain: 
- 11 - 
T - avx , , = H x t V x x f t B  H 
U 
- av 
t f T V  )%-l (HUx t u xx uu F = H x x  t f T V Z t V  x xx f x - ( H U  
fTV ) u x x  
( 2 9 )  
Al l  quantit ies evaluated at X, u*<; t. 
v, a ,  Vx and Vxx a re  all functions of x and t along the  nominal X 
t r a j e c t o r y  so: 
av 
t VXXf (X, ti; t) X +x =bt- Also  
aV, 
vxx =r 
s ince  h ighe r -o rde r  terms of V have been truncated. 
Using Equations (30) in  (29)  and noting tha t  -v (E; t) = L (X, 6; t): 
-g = H - H ( S Z ,  U, Vx' t) 
-+ = H t V (f - f (5,ii; t) ) t BTHZ0 
X x x x  U 
-$ = H  t f T V  t V  f - ( H w  t f T V  xx )%-' uu (H ux t xx xx x x x  x x x  
f T V  ) u x x  
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Unless otherwise s ta ted,  a l l  quantit ies are  evaluated at X, u*; t. 
symbolism H:" is used to  indicate that HU = 0. ) 
(The  
At t = tf; V (Z; t ) = F (Z (tf); tf) f 
whence: a(tf) = o 
Equations (32) a r e  boundry conditions fo r  the differential  Equations (31). 
These  equations a r e  similar to  those obtained by Mit ter  [2], McReynolds 
and Bryson [3] and Mayne [4]. A n  important  difference is that  the above 
equations a r e  evaluated at 2, u* and not Z,E. 
The new control  that  is applied to  the s y s t e m  is,  of cour se  
u = ij t 6u* t Bb = u* t pax (33) 
The above theory a s s u m e s  that the 6x's generated by (33) will 
be small enough to  justify the second-order  expansions used e a r l i e r ,  
If 6x becomes too la rge ,  a sca le  factor  e ; o < 8 I 1 cannot be 
placed in front of 6u* (6u" = u* - Ti), as is done in [2], [3] and [4], s ince  
uXc = Ti t 6u* i s  imbedded in  the r e v e r s e  differential  Equations (31) which 
have already been integrated.  Moreover ,  H is often non-convex w, r ,  t. u, 
which precludes this type of l inear  i'nterpolation between il and ti t 6u*. 
(In the L. Q. P. problem the re  is no difficulity s ince  immedia te  
application of (33) yields the opt imal  solution, ) 
4. A New 'Step Size Adjustment Method, ' 
Substituting. (33) into ( 7 ) ,  the following equation is obtained: 
with 
Since 6x( 
- 1 3  - 
Z(t0) 4- 6x(to) = xo 
) = 0, the 6x's produced by (34) a r e  due -3 the  driving action 
3 
of tju* = u* - E* 
A way in which the s i ze  of the 6x's can  be r e s t r a ined  is by a l te r ing  
the t ime  interval  over  which Equation (34) is integrated.  
Consider  the t ime  interval  [t , t  ] where  t I t l  tf. Assume that 
A t  time t = 
1 f  0 
5' one runs  along the nominal t ra jec tory  X f r o m  t 
x(t,) = %(t ) since the path of the nominal t r a j ec to ry  has  been followed 
f r o m  to to  t l .  
(34) over  the t ime interval  [t, ,  tf], tf and [t,, tf] is sma l l ,  then 
the 6x's produced by (34) in  this  interval  will  be sma l l ,  even for  la rge  





(i. e.  6x(t); t c [to, t l ]  is zero)  Now consider  integrating 
If t l  
- d (X t 6x) = f(l t bx,u* t B6x;t); X ( t l )  -I- 6x(t1) =W1) 
dt  
(35) 
By making t 
p leases .  
near  to  t one can  force the 6x's t o  be a s  s m a l l  a s  one 1 f 
The  above descr ipt ion is summar ised  in the following statement:  
T h e r e  exists a t ime t , ,  sufficiently c lose  to t,, in the range 
I 
t I t l  < tf, such that  i f  the nominal t ra jec tory  is 
and then (35) is integrated f r o m  t l  to  t f ,  the 6x's 
0 
I 
followed f r o m  t to  t l  
produced by (35) in 
0 
the  in te rva l  [t, ,  tf] will  be enough for the second-order  expansions of 
V ,  L and f to be valid. 
The  following questions mus t  be answered: 
1) How does one decide i f  the  6x's a r e  'small  enough' ? 
2) How does one chose a t l  such that  the 6x's produced a r e  
'small enough' ? 
- 14 - 
1) Recal l  that  I a (Z; t l )  I = I j"' [H - H (E, E, Vx; t )  ] dt I i s  the predicted 
tf 
improvement in cost  when s tar t ing a t  the point E ( t  ); t and using U ( T )  = 1 1  
U > K ( T )  t ~ x ( T ) ; T  8 [ t1 , t f Id  
Assume for  the moment that t l  = to, (i, e .  consider  the whole 
t ime  interval [t tf]. ) Integrate (35) and calculate the cost  V. The  
0' 
actual  improvement in cost  is 
AV = V ( Z ; t  ) - V ( R ; t  ) 
0 0 
If this  actual improvement  in cos t  is ' n e a r '  to  the predicted value 
I Z (x; t ) I ,  then the 6x's produced by the new control,  acting throug5 1 
Equation ( 3 5 ) ,  a r e  considered ' sma l l  enough'. 
It is  convenient, in prac t ice ,  to  define ' nea r '  in the following way: 
If the following inequality is sat isf ied,  AV i s  considered to  be 
' n e a r '  I a (z~ t l )  I 
In  pract ice  c is s e t  as 0. 5. 
c .  
AV is inadmissible.  
not expect improvements  in cos t  g r e a t e r  than predicted,  i f  the  expansions 
fo r  V ,  L and f a re  valid. 
unity so  tha t  any decis ions 
off e r r o r s  in  the computations. 
2) If t e s t  (37) is passed  with t l  = t 
the main  algori thms may be  begun with the knowledge that  a reasonable  
reduction in cost  of AV has  been made,  If ( 3 7 )  is not sa t i s f ied  then s e t  
T h e r e  a r e  no ha rd  and fast ru l e s  for  set t ing 
Certainly it should be g rea t e r  then o r  equal to  z e r o  s ince a negative 
c should not be g r e a t e r  then unity s ince one should 
Moreover ,  c should be somewhat l e s s  than 
based  on (37) a r e  not influenced by round 
all is wel l ,  and the next i t e ra t ion  of 
0 
- 15 - 
tf - t - 0 - - 2 to - 
The above procedure  is repeated with this  t 
(with the new AV).  
not, then set 
and (37 )  is checked again 1 
If it is satisfied then the next i terat ion is begun, If 
- tf - - 
- 2 -t - to2 (39)  
and repea t  again. 
Subdividing [ to , t f ]  in this  way, t h e r e  will come a time t when 1 
i terat ion (37 )  is satisfied.  
In genera l  
tf - t 
+ t  = - o r  - 2 o r  
where r = o , l . .  . . and t = 2t - tf‘ 
00 0 
Notice that  the new nominal t ra jec tory  will  somet imes  have a 
co rne r  at t s ince  a( t  ) may be  different f r o m  u*(tl) .  This  ntroduces 
no difficuli ty provided that  the numerical  integration routine used is 
capable of handling differential  equations with discontinuous r ight  hand 
s ides .  An example of such a method is the Four th -o rde r  Runge-Kutta 
routine. 
1 1 
It may  happen that  the  nominal t r a j ec to ry  ~ ( t )  is optimal on an 
in te rva l  [t,, tf] ; t2 
If t 
fall in the in te rva l  [t,, tf]. The  6x’s generated in the in te rva l  [t,, tf] 
would then be z e r o  - because u’g(t) = a( t )  ; t C [t,, tf] - and no reduction 
in cos t  would occur ,  even though the whole t r a j ec to ry  Z( t )  ; t 
non-optimal in [ t2 , t f ] .  
fall in [t2,  tf]. 
[to, t,], but is non-optimal on the in te rva l  [t 0’ t,.] * 
is being found in the manner  outlined above, then a trial t l  ma7r 1 
[to, tf] is 
One must  ensure,  therefore ,  that  t will  never  1 
This  condition is ensured eas i ly  in  the following way: 
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At t = tf,  a(B; t) = 0 .  When integrating the backwards equations 
monitor I a(R; t )  I . Record  the time teff  when I a(%; t) I becomes  different 
f r o m  z e r o .  (Or  in prac t ice ,  when i t  becomes  g rea t e r  then a s m a l l ,  
posit ive quantity, q ). The t r a j ec to ry  between t and t satisfies a. 
necessa ry  condition of optimality,  viz: 
e f f  f 
a(Z; t) = o ; t [teff, tf] (41) 
If, on the forwards run,  a time t l  # t 
in te rva l  [t , t 
A s  the  overall  t r a j ec to ry  becomes  m o r e  and m o r e  optimal,  f r o m  i te ra t ion  
t o  i teration, so teff + to. ‘ 1’ 
t 8 [to, tf]  and teff = to and the computation is stopped. 
needs to  be found then the time 
] is subdivided as descr ibed  earlier,  and not [to, tf]. 
0 
o eff  
 ina ally, on a n  opt imal  t r a j ec to ry ,  la(%; t) I < 
When programming a lgor i thms on a digital  computer  it is genera l ly  
necessa ry  to use  a numer ica l  integrat ion routine to  integrate  the differ-  
ent ia l  equations. 
N-1 time steps.  
Th i s  means  that the in te rva l  [t t ] is divided into 
0’ f 
(i. e. t going f r o m  1 to  N) 
] ‘used for  determining t m u s t  be done The subdivision of [to, teff 1 
w. r. t .  this d i sc re t i s ed  sca le .  i. e. Now a time N must  be sought,  
N1 € [ l ,  Neff ] ,  where  N 
1 
is given by 1 
- N  Neff o r  
2 + N  o r  = N o r t l  N =  1 
where  N 
r is increased until N 
= 2 - Neff and r = 0 ,  1 . .  . . Integer division is used in  (42,). 
If Neff = 1 then only r = o is used. 
00 
- Neff - 1. 1 
It should be appreciated that  s ince  t h e r e  a re  a finite number 
N - 1 of discrete t ime  s t eps ,  this  subdivision can  only be done a f ini te  
number of times. The smallest possible non z e r o  time in te rva l  is 
- 17 - 
tf - t 
It is clear that  N m u s t  be large enough such that the h i s  0 N- 1 ' 
produced during this  bas ic  time interval a r e  'small enough'. This  
r e s t r i c t ion  is a prac t ica l  one,  brought about by the  d i s c r e t e  time rout ine 
of the digital  computation. 
When AV and I a(%; N1) I a r e  smal l ,  but > q1 , the  c r i t e r ion  ( 3 7 )  may 
be too s e v e r e  with c = 0. 5, owing t o  round off e r r o r s .  i. e. t h e r e  m a y  
come a s tage  where  ( 3 7 )  r ema ins  unsatisfied even when N - Neff - 1. 
If this  happens,  set c = 0. 0 and repeat  the  procedure  f o r  determining 
N1. c = o is a much less s t r ingent  tes t  because  it a s k s  only that  AV > 0. 
If once again ( 3 7 )  is unsatisfied,  even when N 
the computation s ince  no fu r the r  reduction in  cos t  is possible ,  
1 
= Neff - 1, then s top  
Th i s  
1 
implies that e i the r  optimality has  been attained ( in  which case 
- t  
G 1 ) o r  N is not l a rge  enough and hence tf -- o I a (% to) I < rll and s o  N 
eff N - 1  
is too l a rge  a bas ic  time interval ,  Usually, however,  the N needed 
f o r  accu ra t e  integrat ion of the differential  equations is l a rge  enough.; 
the con t r a ry  has  been encountered only i n  some  problems which a re  
nea r  s ingular  and hence ex t remely  sensi t ive to  changes in  u. In t h e s e  
c a s e s  it may prove  des'irable to  u s e  a v e r y  s imple  integrat ion rout ine 
(Eu le r )  and a l a rge  number of s t eps ,  N, 
A s u m m a r y  of the 'Step Size Adjustment Method' is given in  F low 
C h a r t  I. 
5. The  Overa l l  Computational P recedure .  
The  computational procedure  is given in  Flow C h a r t  11. 
T h e  minimizat ion of H w. r. t. u, r equ i r ed  when going backwards 
in  tirr-e, -&a;. be &one esther analytically o r  by usir,g one of tke wel l  
known hi l l  cl imbing techniques,  [ 101 
Yes - HALT; + Denotes integer - OPTIMAL FOUND. division 
Is criterion A >c satisfied? la(%; NJI 
I 
Yes, Ni satisfactory 
- * c 1 
1 I 
Apply u = Ei on the interval [l, N,] and u =u* + pax on 
the interval [NI, N]. Calculate the cost V(xo; l )  and 




I Yes e Increment r by 1 I I s 0 4 = - .  HALT; m Set c=O.O 
J. 
I Proceed to next iteration of main algorithm 
NO IMPROVEMENT 
IN TRAJECTORY 
ATTA I NAB LE. 
FLOWCHART I :  "STEP SIZE ADJUSTMENT METHOD': 
Using a nominal control ij ( t  1; t e  [to, t f ]  run a 
nominal ST ( t ) trajectory. Calculate the nominal 
cost (Ro; to). Store the i and E trajectories 
and v. 
If an improved trajectory is obtained, replace 
the old nominal E, 'u and v by these new values. - 
L -
4 I 
Using boundary conditions (32), integrate equa- 
tions (31) backwards from t f  to t all the while 
minimizing H w.r.t.u to obtain uf' and storing 
u*( t ) and p (  t 1. Note also the time Neff 
when l a ( X ;  t ) l  becomes greater than ~ I . . ~ l  
chosen from numerical stabi I i t y considerat ions. 
1 
t 
FLOW CHART II: THE OVERALL COMPUTATIONAL 
PROCEDURE 
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6. Charac te r i s t ics  of the Algori thm, 
1) The  procedure  exhibits one step convergence on L. Q, P. 
problems [9]. 
2) In a neighborhood of the optimum, convergence is rap id  f o r  
non-linear problems because  the second-order  expansions r e p r e s e n t  
the functions Vo, L and f well ,  fo r  small 6x and 6u. 
3) The  a lgor i thm is ve ry  much m o r e  powerful than the exis t ing 
methods [ l ] ,  [2], [3] and [4] fo r  the following reason:  
H"l  (2 ,  CL, V ; t) is not requi red  to  be posit ive definite along non- uu X 
optimal  nominal t r a j ec to r i e s ,  
imized w. r. t. u and so it is requi red  only tha t  H 
positive-definite a t  the minimizing u = u*. i. e. H 
be s t r ic t ly  convex only in the neighborhood of u*. 
less res t r ic t ive  requi rement  and s o  the a lgor i thm is capable of handl- 
ing a larger c l a s s  of non-linear problems than the  second-order  o r  
second-  variation methods,  
In this  a lgor i thm H (Z, u,  V * t) is min-  
-1 
X' 
(Z, u, Vx; t) be 




Th i s  is a much 
4) In s o m e  p rob lems ,  the solution of the R icca t i  equation becomes  
unbounded along some  nominal t r a j ec to r i e s  though along opt imal  t r a j e c -  
t o r i e s  it always has  a bounded solution. 
compute optimal control  for  t hese  problems whereas  the exis t ing methods 
are  not, This  is i l lus t ra ted  by example 11 t o  follow. 
5) If the 6x's produced by the new cont ro l  are  too l a rge ,  as mea- 
s u r e d  by cr i te r ion  (37) ,  then the ' s t e p  s i z e  adjustment  rout ine '  m u s t  be 
used. 
a number of times in  o r d e r  to  de t e rmine  t 
However ,  as t + t  
va-ls  [ t i ,  tr]. 
The  new a lgor i thm is able  to  
If the problem is v e r y  non-linear the rout ine will  have to  be used 
f'  which will  be c lose  to  t 1' 
(35) is integrated over  e v e r  dec reas ing  time in t e r -  
This is in  con t r a s t  with methods [ l ] .  [2], [31 and [4] where ,  
1 f '  
- 2 1  ” 
i n  o r d e r  to  de te rmine  the sca l e  factor E, the x equation has  to  be in- 
tegra ted  over  the whole time interval  [to, tf]. S o ,  in non-linear p ro -  
blems it is l ikely that the new algori thm will  u se  less computing time 
in determining t than existing methods in  determining E, 1 
6 )  The a lgor i thm requ i r e s  the  integration of n differential  equ- 
ations less than [2 ]  and [3]. 
a n  n - . vec to r  differential  equation, h,  additional t o  the i r  equation fsr A .  
Mit ter  and McReynolds and Bryson integrate  
7 ,  A ComDutational T r i c k  that ImDroves Convergence Rate .  
In the a lgor i thm the new control is computed using 
u ( t )  = u”:(t) t B ( t )  6x( t )  (43) 
It can  happen, in  non-linear problems.that 6 ( t )  6x ( t )  becomes  too l a rge  
and so invalidates the local expansions in  6u. 
be s m a l l  enough fo r  
However,  6x might s t i l l  
to  be  valid. 
The  following a l te rna t ive  way can be used f o r  computing u ( t ) :  
Instead of s t a r ing  u:k(t), B(t) s tore  Vx(t) and Vxx(t). Compute 
u ( t )  d<rec t ly ,  by minimizing H (x t 6x, u,  Vx t Vxx 6,; t )  w, r .  t, u e i the r  
analytically o r  1:sing [ lo] .  
the  algorithm m a y  be increased .  
In this way the rad ius  of convergence of 
8. Sufficient Conditions f o r  a Reduction in  Cos t  at Each  I terat ion,  
In  o r d e r  tha t  the cos t  dec rease  at each  i terat ion,  fo r  6x sufficiently 
s m a l l ,  a ( E ;  t) m u s t  be less than zero.  
a ( i ;  t ) < o a re  that, f’or t € [t , t f j :  
Sufficient conditions for 
1 0 
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1) H (F, u*, V ; t) < H (W, 8, Vx; t) ; u* # 8 X 
Since u* minimizes  H, 1) is ensu red  i f :  
H (Z, u::~, Vx; t )  = o 
U 
H-' (z, u:k, v t) is pos i t ivedef in i te  uu X' 
2) The  solutions of Equations (31) be bounded, 
Proof :  a (Z; t) 1 [H (E, u*<, Vx; t ) - H ( 2,  ti, Vx; t) ] dt  
tf  
F o r  a(iZ;tl) < o it is c l ea r ly  sufficient that: 
H (Z, u*, Vx; t) C H (Z, ii, Vx; t) ; u* f i3 
(44) 
(45) 
u::< is the control  that  min imizes  H, so (45 )  is tPue f o r  u>k # a 
i f  H (a, u::<, Vx; t) = o 
and HLt (a,  u*, V ; t) is positive-definite 
U 
X 
The quantit ies manipulated above m u s t  be bounded in magnitude 
for  these  conditions to be valid, so  it is requi red  that  the solutions of 
Equations (31) be bounded. 
9. A New F i r s t - O r d e r  Algori thm fo r  Unconstrained P r o b l e m s ,  
Assume that  V (Z t 6,; t) is expanded to f i r s t - o r d e r  only. 
The following set of equations a r e  obtained eas i ly  
-5  = H - H (Z, 6, Vx; t) ; a (tf) = o 
- 2 3  - 
T h e  quantit ies are evaluated at E, u*; t unless  otherwise stated.  
the control  that  min imizes  H (Z, u,  V ; t) w. r ,  t. u ,  
u: is 
X 
T h e  new control  that  is applied is: 
u (t) = u":(t) ; t E: [t , ,  t f]  
The  ' s t e p  s i ze  adjustment method'  is  used to  keep 6x sma l l  enough. 
10. Charac t e r i s t i c s  of the  F i r s t -Orde r  Algorithm. 
1) The  a lgor i thm is fundamentally different f r o m  the gradient  
o r  first- variation method in  that Equations (47) is integrated backwards 
along Z, u:g and the new control  on the forwards  r u n  is given by (48). 
2) The  algorithm uses  the ' s tep s i z e  adjustment  rout ine '  d i scr ibed  
earlier, Since V is expanded to  f i r s t -o rde r  it might  be necessa ry  t o  
repeatedly use  the 'step s i ze  adjustment rout ine '  a number of t i m e s  
before  a n  acceptable t is found. However, the  integration of the k 
equation is done over  e v e r  decreasing time in te rva ls  [t 
is l ikely that  the method will  be f a s t e r  than the gradient  method where  
€ has  to be chosen, Note a l so  that  t l  8 [to, tf], In the  gradient  method 
c i s  r equ i r ed  to  be non-zero but no upper bound is available fo r  it. 
usual ly  makes  the choice of 8 ,  tricky. 
1 
t ] and SO <t 1' f 
Th i s  
3) Consider  the problem: 
2 = A x  t Bu 
L 




If L is a convex function of u, it can be shown tha t  the f i r s t -o rde r  
a lgo r i thm solves  this  problem in one step s ince  V 
0 is l inear  i n  x. Th i s  
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is not t rue of the gradient method where  only a s m a l l  change in con- 
t ro l ,  6u = - 8 HU, is made a t  each i terat ion,  
1 1. Computed Examples ,  
The following computed examples  s e r v e  to  i l lus t ra te  some  of the 
advantages of the new second-order  a lgori thm. 
Choose u( t )  ', t € [o, 0. 51 to  minimize 
2 2 . 5  V ( x o ; t o )  =/ ( l o x 2  t u ) dt t lox (tf) 
0 
The problem, though s imple ,  is a good i l lustrat ive one s ince along 
-1 ce r t a in  non-optimal t r a j ec to r i e s  H 
F o r  th i s  problem: 
(X,  ti, V ; t) is not positive. uu X 
(51) 
2 H ( x , u , V  ; t )  = lox t u2 t V (-0. 2x  t lOTanh u) 
X X 
2 
where  H = 2u t 10Vx( l  - Tanh u) 
U 
2 
and H = 2 - 20Vx T a n h u  (1  - Tanh u) uu 
(52 )  
(53) 
The new second-order  a lgor i thm and those of [2], [3] and[4] 
were  programmed. 
integration. 
A fourth-order  Runge-Kutta routine was used fo r  the 
The  interval  [0, 0. 51 was divided into 100 s teps ,  
From (53) it is c l ea r  that  t he re  is no guarantee that Hi: will  be  
g r e a t e r  than z e r o  for  any nominal t r a j ec to ry  E, U. 
guarantee that  methods [2], [3] and [4] will  be successful .  
i, e. t he re  is no 
The new algori thm requ i r e s  only tha t  H- l  (Z, u*, V ; t) > 0. A t  u = v.* uu X 
one has ,  since H (E, u'k, V ', t) = 0, that: 
U X 
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= 1  ; i f V  = o  (54) X 
Using Equation (54) in (53): 
(55) H (x, u’k, V ; t) = 2 t 4 u:k Tanh u’k uu X 
u* Tanh u* 2 o for  all u* so, f r o m  (55), H 
the nominal t ra jec tory .  The  new algori thm should, therefore ,  not fail 
t o  solve this problem, 
(a, u:k, V * t) > o rega rd le s s  of uu X’ 
A nominal control u ( t )  = t 1 ; t € [o, 0, 51 was chosen and an  at tempt  
was made to  use  methods [2], [3] and 141. 
H 
F o r  this  nominal control ,  
(X, U, Vx; t) turned out t o  be negative fo r  t g [o, 0. 51 and s o  the a lgor -  uu 
i thms w e r e  unable to  improve the t ra jec tory ,  
Star t ing f r o m  the s a m e  nominal t ra jec tory ,  the new a 
By (55) above, HUU (Z, u*, V ; t) remained positive o n  
(u“ was determined by quadratic prediction [ l l ]  ) ,  
t r i ed ,  
[o, . 51. 
X 
gor  i thm was 
the in te rva l  
On the for -  
ward  r u n  a reduction in cos t  was achieved and af ter  two i te ra t ions ,  the 
optimal t r a j ec to ry  was reached.  
value of 886.0 to  the optimal value of 41, 6,  
opt imal  when I a ( x  * t ) I ,  the predicted reduction i n  cos t ,  was l e s s  than 
0. 1. 
The cos t  was reduced f r o m  the nominal 
The t r a j ec to ry  was  considered 
0’ 0 
Figure  1 shows the nominal and optimal control  functions. 
Th i s  s imple example i l lustrates  the fai lure  of methods [2], [3], [47 
t o  find a solution to  a control  problem where the nominal t r a j ec to ry  is 
such that  H - l ( % ,  U, Vx; t) is non-positive-definite, The  new a lgor i thm 
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FIG. 1 THE SCALAR CONTROL PROBLEM: NOMINAL 
AND OPTIMAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
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It should be noted that when using the new algori thm, the 'coin- 
putational t r i ck '  of minimizing H ( H  t 6x, u, V x vxx 6x; t) w. r .  t, u 
was used on the forward  run,  The  same problem was t r i ed  using (43) 
to calculate the new control; four i terations were  requi red  to  reacy? 
the optimum, 
u and so,  u = u* t fi is valid only for very  small variations 6u f r o m  
This  is owing to  the fact that  H is very  non-linear in 
u::. An increased  radius  of convergence is thus obtained by choosing 
u by min  H ( E  t 6x, u, V t V ax; t) ,  x xx U 
2)  The Rayleigh Equation 
In this example,  the solution of the Ricca t i  equation becomes 
unbounded when integrating backwards f r o m  t to  t f o  
inal t r a j ec to r i e s .  
along some  nom- 
It is demonstrated that the new second-order  a lgor -  
i thm is s t i l l  able to  achieve a reduction in cost  at each  i terat ion and 
moreove r ,  reaches  the optimal t ra jec tory  after 9 i terat ions,  The 
methods [2], [3] and [4] fail t o  solve this problem, 
Consider  the following control  problem 
. 
x1 = x 2  ; -xl ( t  ) = -5. 0 
; X2(t  ) = -5.  3 G2 = -xl t 1. 4 x 2  - . 14x2 t 4u 
0 
Find u ( t )  ; t [ o ,  2,  51 to  minimize 
2 2  H = x l  t u  t V x2 t V  (-x1 t 1 . 4 ~ ~  - ,14x23 t 4u) 
x1 x2 
H = zU t 4vX ; whence u* = -2Vx2 
2 U 
H = 2 > 0  
uu 






2x1 - v 
x2 
2 v t 1.4V - . 4 2 ~  V 






0 ! -.a4v x2 x2 
(59)  
An a r b i t r a r y  nominal control  of 
a ( t )  = - , 5  ; t c [0 ,2 .5]  
was chosen, 
The fourth o r d e r  Runge-Kutta routine was  used fo r  the integrat ions 
One hundred integration s t eps  w e r e  used. 
w e r e  t r ied  f i r s t ly ,  
of the Vx, V 
tegrat ion s t ep - s i ze  was reduced by increas ing  the number of integrat ion 
steps f rom 100 to  1000, but the s a m e  behavior pe r s i s t ed .  
that  the methods could not be used. 
The  methods [2], [3],  [4] 
It was found that during the backwards integrat ion 
s 
equations,  t he i r  solutions became unbounded. The  in- xx 
This  meaqt 
Since, for  this  problem,  the V equation is l inear  i n  V X X’ its so l -  
ution can  be unbounded only if V becomes  unbounded. i. e. if the 
solution of the R icca t i  equation becomes  unbounded. 
xx 
From [9], sufficient conditions f o r  the boundedness of the R icca t i  
solut ioc a r c  that: 
- 29 - 
1 - H  H -'H is positive semi-definite Hxx ux uu ux 
- 1  is positive definite uu H 
F ( X ( t  ); t ) is positive semi-definite xx f f 
The second and th i rd  conditions a r e  satisfied s ince HUU = 2 ,  F 
In addition Ha 0, 
= 0. xx 
It t u rns  out that  Hxx given by (59) is not positive semi-def ini te  
all along the nominal t ra jec tory ,  
f o r  the boundedness of the solution of the Ricca t i  equation a r e  not 
sat isf ied.  This  could account for  the observed unboundedness of the 
i. e, the above sufficiency conditions 
V solution, xx 
The  new algori thm was t r i ed  next. Once again the solutions of 
the backwards equations became unbounded. However, using the ' s t e p  
s i z e  adjustment  method'  a t could be found; tb < t l  < tf - (tb the t ime  1 
at which the solutions became unbounded. ) - such that  an  improvement  
in cos t  resul ted.  A s  the method progressed  f r o m  i terat ion to  i terat ion,  
SO tb became n e a r e r  and n e a r e r  t 
reached  along which all the equations had bounded solutions. 
Final ly  the optimal t r a j ec to ry  was 
0' 
i. e .  the 
new second-order  a lgori thm was entirely successful .  
Fig.  2 shows Vx (t) for  various i te ra t ions ,  i l lustrat ing how the 
moved backwards to  t b 0 
2 
t i m e  t 
ed.  
as  the opt imum t r a j ec to ry  was approach- 
F i g ,  3 shows the cost  V as a function of the i terat ion number.  
The  above example shows that the new algori thm is m o r e  power-  
fu l  than existing one ' s  in the s e n s e  that the boundedness of the solutions 
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along non-optimal t ra jec tor ies .  
bounded solutions on the interval  [t 
t b 
It is requi red  only that  they have 
t ] ; tb < tf and that  x( t )  ; b' f 
[tb,tf] be  non-optimal unless t < to. 
If these conditions a r e  fulfilled, then one can  always find a t l ,  
such that the  cos t  dec reases .  
It should be c l ea r  f r o m  the above, that  the conditions of Section 8 
are 'over sufficient ' ,  
12. Control Inequality Constraints :  A New Second-Order Algorithm. 
Consider the control  problem where  constraints  of the f o r m  ( 3 )  
a r e  present ,  i. e. 
where g is a p l  m vector  function. 
In the past ,  it has  not been obvious how to  develop second-order  
algorithms for  solving this problem, 
page 61: 
The  following is quoted f r o m  [12], 
' W h i l e  the s teepes t  ascent  method p resen t s  no difficulity when 
upper and/or  lower limits a r e  present  on the forcing s ignals  (e. g, I uI 5 l ) ,  
any i terative procedure based on expansihns 
applicable in  such cases .  ' 
does not appear  to  be  
It is shown in th i s ' sec t ion  that  cons t ra in ts  of the f o r m  (61) can  be 
included i n  the second-order  analysis ,  
The following assumption is made: 
0 The optimal control  function u (t) is continuous on the whole in te rva l  
[to, tf]. That  is ,  i f  and when a control  hi ts  o r  leaves a cons t ra in t ,  it 
- 33 - 
does s o  without a sudden jump. This  is  i l lustrated i n  Fig.  4. T i m e s  
t and t. a r e  t ime  at which the constraint  becomes act ive and inact've 
respectively.  
a 1 
T h e  above assumption is not overly res t r ic t ive ;  many control  
inequality constrained problems exhibit th i s  behavior. 
the bang-bang problem whereH 
IuI I 1. 
A n  exception is 
E o and the constraint  g is of the f o r m  uu 
Solutions to this problem will be d iscr ibed  in a future paper .  
The  r. h. s. of the D. D. P. equation (14) is: 
min  [ H (X t 6x, a t buy V,; t) t ( V  6x, f (w t 6x, ci t 6u; t) ) ] xx 6 U  
A s  in Section 3,  consider  the case  where bx(t)  = 0. The minimization 
w. r. t. 6u must  be c a r r i e d  out subject to  constraint  (61). 
Define the s e t  
u = ( u :  g ( u ; t ) l o  1 
then (62) becomes: 
min  [H (Xy a t 6u, Vx; t)  ] 
6 U  
a t 6 u s u  
A Let u be the control  that  minimizes  H w. r ,  t. u subject to  u E: U 
Expres s ion  (64) becomes 
(The  constrained minimization i n  (64) is a non-linear programming 
problem. 
and McCormick [13]. 
A useful  method of solving it appea r s  t o  be that of F iacco  
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a re  only a few controls and a few simple constraints  on u; the inin- 
imization is then performed easily,  ) 
If the minimization is performed and it tu rns  out that  no con- 
A s t r a in t s  a r e  active (i, e ,  s t r i c t  inequality holds, in (61), for  u = u, S O  
d = u:k) then the algori thm is the s a m e  as that of Section 3. A 
A A Assume  that  p of the constraints  a r e  active. (0 < p l  p) r e f e r  to 
A t hem as g (u; t ) ,  
(66) 
A h  g(u ;  t) = 0 
Now adjoin (66)  to  ( 6 5 )  using a vector language multiplier A of d im-  
ension p, A 
(67) 
A A  
i. e .  J (R ,  2, Vx, A ,  t )  = H ( R ,  ^ u, Vx; t) t ( A ,  g (u; t) ) 
A 
Under ce r t a in  assumptions on H and g,  given in Section 14, the  fol- 
lowing equations a r e  necessa ry  for determining A and u: A 
AT A aJ  A 
= HU(% u, VX’ t) t g U (u;  t ) A  = 0 
hT A A  = g ( u ; t )  = 0 (69)  
A s s u m e  now that  s m a l l  variations 6x in x a r e  introduced at t i m e  t ,  
and that  a l l  the  constraints  g (u  t 6u; t) r e m a i n  active. 
that  cons t ra in ts  g a r e  well  and t ru ly  active; I A . 1  > > 0, i = 1. . , p), 
wil l  be  t r u e  at all t imes  t except those at which a constraint  is just  
becoming active o r  inactive. ( In  F i g ,  4 such times a r e  t and ti). Ig- 
nore  such  boundry points fo r  the moment. 
A A  (i. e .  a s s u m e  
A A Tnis  
1 
a 
R e-introducing 6x into (67): 
A m i n  [H (% t 6x, 0 t 6u, V X J  ’ t) 4- < V xx 6x, f (Z t 6x, u t 6u; t) > 
6U 
( 7 0 )  
/ \ A  t ( X  t 6X,g(u t 6 u ; t ) > ]  
6X is present  a lso.  on the re-introduction of 6x, s ince the cons t ra in ts  
A A  g a t  u t 6u are assumed to r ema in  act ive,  and s o  X mus t  change to  
X t 6X to ensu re  this.  
The following necessary  conditions, analogous to  (68) and (69) , 
a r e  obtained: 
A T -  A 
HU(K t 6x, u t 6u, Vx; t) t f U (x t b, u t bu; t) Vxx 6x 
A T  A 
U 
t g ( u  t 6u; t) ( A  t 6X) = 0 
A Expanding t o  f i r s t -o rde r  about a, u and using (68) and ( 6 9 ) ,  the following 
equations r e s  u It: 
(HUU t 6u t t T 6 h  = - (Hw t fTV ) 6x U u x x  
A gu6u = o 
A A l l  quantities evaluated a t  Z, u; t .  
o r d e r  only are s imi l a r  to those d 
F r o m  the above equations: 
( 7 3 )  
(Reasons  for  expanding (71)  to first- 
scussed  in detai l  in Section 3) 
fTV ) 6 x  u x x  
\ 
- 37 - 
and 
175) 
T t f  v ) 6 x  -1 
(HUU xfklu) ( H U x  u xx 
where I is the unit matrix of dimension m ,  the number of controls .  m 
Expanding (70) to  second-order ,  substi tuting in  express ions  (74) 
and (75) f o r  61 and 6u, and using equations (68) and (69),  the following 
express ion  is obtained: 
t fTV t VXXfX x xx H t ( H  t V  f , & )  t 3  (6x , [Hxx x xx 
where  
Equating (76) to  the r. h. s.  of (14), the following equations are  obtained 
in the manner  descr ibed  in  Section 3: 
-; = H - H (Z, G ,  V,; t) 
-e = H t Vxx(f - f (X,Ti; t ) )  X 
T T T  t f  V ) Z (HUU t A 2  uu ) - '  -+ = H  t f T V  t V  f - ( H -  u xx xx xx x x x  x x x  
* Z(HUx t fTV ) u x x  
A -1 A w h e r e  B = -(HUU -t AgUu) Z(HUx t fTV u xx ) 
A A A  
and u is chosen  by  min  H (8, u, Vx; t) which yields a l s o  the  g (u; t ) ,  
U 
u e u  
(79) 
X is given by (68) and (69) .  
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A Unless otherwise s ta ted,  a l l  quantit ies a r e  evaluated at E, u; t. 
conditions a r e  the s a m e  as before,  namely Equations (32 ) .  
Boundry 
At t imes  when no constraints  a r e  act ive,  the above equations re- 
duce t o  those of Section 3. (i. e ,  Z = Im) 
A In  the above der ivat ions,  H t xguu has been a s sumed  posi’tive- uu 
0 definite. 
[to, t,], as requi red  ea r l i e r .  and a l so  that  J (Equation (67)) has  an  uncon- 
s t ra ined  relat ive minimum w. r. t. u a t  u = u. 
uated at 3 and not the nominal ti, global, s t r i c t  convexity w. r. t. u of 
H t ( X , i \ g > ,  is not required.  
many problems exhibit this  property.  
If there  is onlyonecontrol  then, f r o m  ( 7 3 ) ,  6u = o i f  g 
This  condition ensu res  that  u (t) is continuous on the in te rva l  
A t Xguu is eval-  A Since H uu 
A Local,  s t r i c t  convexity at u is sufficient: 
A # o and 
U 
A A 
Z = B = o even if H 
Ricca t i  Equation degenerates  into a l inear  ma t r ix  equation. 
t Xguu is non-positive. Note that  in  th i s  c a s e  the uu 
At  boundry points where  a constraint  ceases  to  be act ive o r  inact-  
A ive,  Z will change discontinuously. However, u is continuous. 
then, that only Vxx suf fers  a discontinuity. 
It follows, . 
From ( 7 9 ) ,  note that  when running forwards and generating the new 
trial t ra jec tory ,  u ( t )  wil l  be discontinuous a t  times of boundry points 
of the g owing t o  the presence  of discontinuity i n Z .  
discontinuity does not affect the cos t  to  second-order .  
t ively s o ,  and is proved in [6] and [14]. 
is omitted h e r e  because of its length. 
u ( t )  can  be overcome eas i ly ,  i f  de s i r ed ,  by using the computational 
t r i c k  of Section 7. 
will  be continuous. 
tinuous. 
A However,  th i s  
Th i s  is intui- 
T h e  proof,  though simple, 
The discontinuity in  the forwards  
Since V, and Vxx a r e  continuous the  u ( t )  SO generated 
A 0  On an  optimal t r a j ec to ry  u = u = u which is con- 
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The  computational procedure for  this  a lgor i thm is the same as 
that  descr ibed  in Section 5 except that the minimization of H w. r.  t u 
is done fo r  u Using (68) and (69) h is 
then calculated,  which enables Z and I3 to  be calculated using (77) and 
(79).  The  nominal control  a ( t )  is assumed to  sa t i s fy  g (E; t) I 0.  
A A This  produces u and g. 
A 
U. 
13. Charac t e r i s t i c s  of the Algorithm. 
1) Control  inequality constraints  of the type g ( u ;  t ) I  o can  be 
handled provided the optimal control  function is continuous. It is be-  
lieved tha t  the a lgor i thm is the only second-order  method available 
that can  treat these  problems,  
2) The  procedure  does not exhibit one s t e p  convergence for  the 
L. Q,  P. problem with l inear  control  constraints  because  the opt imal  
cos t  Vo(x; t) fo r  this  problem is not quadratic.  
3) The  requi rement  that  H (3, A u, Vx; t) t xg A h  (u;  t) be posit ive- uu uu 
definite is r a t h e r  res t r ic t ive .  In a future paper  the control  problem 
where  th i s  matrix is identically ze ro ,  will  be  t r ea t ed .  
14. Sufficient Conditions for  a Reduction in  Cos t  at Each  Iteration. 
In this  and the next sect ion it should be r e m e m b e r e d  that  
A A  gu(u; t )  = o and 6 U. 
Sufficient conditions to  guarantee a ( X i  t l )  < o and hence a reduc-  
t ion in  cos t  for  6x's sufficiently sma l l  a r e  that  f o r  t 6 [to,tf]: 
1) H (X, 2, Vx; t) < H ( % , T i ,  Vx; t) ; ^u 
AT A A T  A A A 2) gu(u',  t) has  full rank  f; and [gu(u; t) i H  (X, u, Vx; t) ] has  r ank  p. 




4) The  solutions of the differential  equations be bounded. 
- 40 - 
Proof :  
a ( X ; t l )  = It' [H (a ,  G, V,; t) - H (X, U, Vx; t) ] dt  
tf  
A sufficient condition' for  a (Z; t l )  < o is c l ea r ly  
h A 
H(E,$,Vx;t) < H(Ji,ii,Vx;t) ; u #E,  u and U U 
F r o m  linear equation theory [15], [16] necessa ry  and sufficient 
dit ions f o r  to be determined f r o m  (68) a r e  that: 
con- 
AT A u; t) has  full rank  $ gU ( 
A 
@(:; t) H (Z, t ,  V X' * t) ] has  rank  p 
U 
A 
F o r  H (Z, u, V ; t) t A, g (u ;  t) > to  have a n  unconstrained relat ive mini-  
m u m  w. r. t. u at u = u, which e n s u r e s  a (X; t ) < 0, a necessa ry  con- 
dition is from [16], that: 




A A A  H (u; t) be posit ive difinite. 
A AT A 
F u r t h e r  this allows the calculation of I3 and, together with gu (u; t) 
having rank $5, allows the calculation of Z.  
u ( t )  ; t 
A l s o ,  the continuity of 
A [to, tf] , is a s su red .  
Again, the  d i f fe ren t ia l  equations are  requi red  to  have bounded 
solutions. 
15. Control  Inequality Constraints :  A New F i r s t - O r d e r  Algorithnrt. 
A s  in Section 9 ,  a f i r s t - o r d e r  a lgor i thm e m e r g e s  as a specizl 
case of the second-order  one. 
-i = H - H (ZI, E, vX; t) ; a (tf) = o 
= H  
X X 
- 41 - 
A All  quantit ies evaluated at X, u ; t unless otherwise stated.  
The  new control that  is applied is u ( t )  = u (t) ; t 6 [t , ,  tf]. 
The implementation and charac te r i s t ics  of the algori thm a r e  s i m i l a r  
t o  those of Sections 9 and 10. 
A 
16. Computed Examples.  
Consider  again the Rayleigh Equation, Example 2 of Section 11. 
The  following control  constraints  a r e  introduced: 
Note tha t  H = 2 and the constraints  g(u; t) a r e  of the form: uu 
u - 1 3  o i f u >  o 
It is c l ea r ,  therefore ,  that H t hguu is positive for  all u. It uu 
is seen  eas i ly  that  when the constraint  is inactive Z = 1 and when act ive 
Z = o and the Riccati equation becomes a l inear  one, 
S ta r t ing  f r o m  the s a m e  nominal t r a j ec to ry  as before ,  the new 
second-order  a lgori thm found the optimal solution in 3 i terat ions.  Fig.  5 
shows the cos t  as a function of i teration number and Fig.  6 shows the  
control  function for  various i terations.  
along non-optimal t r a j ec to r i e s  and observe that  they disappear  when 
Note the jumps in the control  
the opt imal  t r a j ec to ry  is reached.  
It should be noted that  the Riccati  equation now has  a bounded 
solution on the whole in te rva l  [to, t,], even along non-optimal t r a j ec to r i e s .  
This  is because,  when Z = B = o along the constraint ,  it becomes a 
A 
l inear  equation which cannot have a n  unbounded solution. The t ime in- 
t e r v a l  over  which Z = 1, p # o is too smal l  for  the Ricca t i  equation to ! 
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17. Equality End-Point Constraints  and Implicity Given F i n a l  T i m e  tf. 
The algori thms descr ibed in this paper  can be  extended to  solve 
this  c lass  of problem. 
found in [6] azd [14]. 
since the Lagrange multiplier techniques used in [6] and [14] a r e  wel l  
known [3], [17]. The  algori thms do, however,  r equ i r e  the integration 
of l e s s  differential equations than those of [3]. 
Complete details  of the derivations a r e  to  be 
These  extensions a r e  not descr ibed in this  paper ,  
18. Conclusion. 
It is believed that  the D. D. P. algori thms discr ibed in this  paper  
a r e  contributions in the field of 'Numer ica l  Techniques for  Solving Opti- 
mal Control P rob lems '  in that  they are  able to  handle a l a r g e r  c l a s s  of 
of problems than was heretofore  possible using second-variation success3  
ive approximation methods.  
A future paper  will d i scr ibe  D. D .  P. techniques for  solving bang- 
bang problems. 
problems with state var iable  inequality constraints ,  and singular prob-  
lems .  
It is hoped to  extend the D. D. P. approach to  study 
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